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The Elements of the Expression Category and the Effect on Characterization 
 
There are two parts to singing: the technical part, demanding mastery of the basics, and 
the interpretive part. With command of the fundamentals, the performer can devote 
mental energy to the job of expressing the message the song was meant to convey.  The 
goal is a performance relatively free from technical distractions.  Interpretation turns 
singing into a work of art. ‘Singing the character’ conveys the message. The performer is 
able to establish a definite mood in the mind of the listener and to transmit every emotion 
known. The infinite variety of mood and meaning suggested by the composition can then 
be brought to life.  

BASIC REQUIREMENTS  

Vocal skills.  Voices should demonstrate the following characteristics: a certain amount 
of power, properly produced, with agility and flexibility and be under good control. An 
ensemble will sound like one full voice, not an assortment of voices, creating a stronger, 
unified character.   

Synchronization Unity strengthens characterization and emotional communication. 
Every basic and artistic element must be executed together in order to eliminate 
distractions and allow the listener to hear and understand the story. 
 
Vowels and Diphthongs “The only source of rich, resonant, ringing tone in the human 
voice is the vowel.” There should be no doubt to the listener which vowel is being sung. 
There should be beauty in the sound, no matter the volume. Vowel sounds can also be 
modified to represent a character.  The change can be temporary or used throughout to 
add flavor to the presentation. Diphthongs can evoke different emotions and strengthen 
characterization when the initial sound and vanish values are slightly changed. 
 
Consonants Delivery of the words requires proper application of the consonants so that 
words are clear.  At the same time tone flow, essential to story telling, continues. In 
addition, utilizing voiced, stop and explosive consonants creates opportunities for 
characterization.  
 
Enunciation This implies not only clear articulation, but also delivering words with 
those subtle inflections and shadings, which reveal the meaning of the words and make 
the character come to life. 
 
 
 



 

Reference: James Terry Lawson, M.D. Full – Throated Ease  
Mills Music, Inc. New York, 1955 
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ARTISTIC LYRICAL INTERPRETATION 
 
Lyric flow/Phrasing/ Forward Motion Observing the natural flow of the music, 
phrasing is the art of proper expression of every note, bar, and phrase, and arranging them 
so that each phrase has some point of variety and contrast with every other phrase.  At the 
same time it stays in context, merging into an artistic and well-balanced design. 
Maintaining the forward motion keeps the listener involved and the story or character 
alive. 
 
Embellishments Embellishments can enrich the characterization and the inherent 
musical flavor of any given song. It is the job of the singer to effectively use the 
embellishments provided by the arranger. 
 
Dynamics Characterization is achieved by using pianissimo to fortissimo and all the 
degrees of volume between.  As well, the crescendo, the diminuendo; stress pressures and 
sforzandos are available to further draw the listener into the story.  
 
Tempo/Rhythm Strict tempo and rhythm can be exciting and used to evoke emotions. 
Variation of tempo, such as accelerando, rallentando, rubato, staccato and tenuto and the 
pause, can also be used in creating characterization. Since rhythm is the vitalizing 
element in music, the ‘character’ of the song comes to life with appropriate use of 
rhythmic patterns.  
 
Inflection Characterization is enhanced by means of variation of tone-quality and vocal 
effects such as a laugh, a sob, or use of onomatopoetic effects, such as the sighing of the 
wind. Inflection brings out the meaning of special words, which can highlight the 
character of the song. Differences in volume or time-duration should be added to the 
delivery so they do not disturb the musical flow or tempo.   
 
Energy There is a spirit or energy that is congruent with characterization. Subtle changes 
in the application of energy evoke responses and enhance story telling.  
 
Finesse In creating a character, departures from the regular and conventional, whether in 
accent, tempo, voice, or treatment, should be carried out boldly with an artistic delivery. 
The result should be the communication of the story, rather than a demonstration of the 
skill.   
 
Emotional Communication It is necessary for the performer to become immersed in the 
character in order for the audience to ‘see’ the story unfold. The power of the performers’ 
thought is transmitted to the listener through the medium of the voice.  With this thought 
and the technique to back it up, the song is alive with the appropriate emotion, mood and 
intensity. 
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